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Abstract
Although the interaction between the beam and the fundamental mode is by far the strongest multibunch effect
(beam loading), this process can be compensated by choosing
an appropriate mode of operation (staggered timing, shaping
of klystron pulses etc.). In contrast to this, higher order mode
effects depend strongly on mechanical tolerances and require
special structure designs to prevent multibunch beam breakup and emittance dilution: Cell-to-cell and structure-tostructure detuning are based on small variations of the cell
geometry to decohere the long range wakefield contributions.
On the other hand effective HOM damping in long traveling
wave structures with either one or few dampers is limited by
the existence of trapped modes and the low velocity of energy
propagation. Even reduced requirements of damping together
with detuning can be fulfilled only with a large number of
damper cells. Therefore different concepts of damping with
strong impact on the structure design are proposed.
Introduction
To avoid emittance dilution due to short and lang range
wakefields the bunch charge is limited, so that only a small
fraction of the cavity energy can be transferred to a single
bunch. Therefor, for effective operation, most linear collider
studies consider multibunch operation to increase the power
conversion efficiency ηc=QbVsection/tbPrf and the filltime efficiency ηfill=mbtb/(τfill+mbtb):
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On the other hand multibunch interactions due to long range
wakefields have to be taken into account. The beam loading
of monopole modes - especially of the fundamental mode - are
by far the strongest long range effects, but they are insensitive
to manufacturing and alignment tolerances and predictibaly
reach a predictablesteady state. Several modes of operation
controlling the klystron timing, phase and/or amplitude are
known to compensate this effect sufficiently. In contrast the
excitation of fields with higher azimuthal order depend on the
offset and tilt of the beam compared to the structure axis.
Therefore transverse wakefield effects which cause emittance
dilution can only be controlled by structure design, the
straighness and the alignment. Active alignment is used to
avoid the excitation of transverse wakefields while the rfstructure design intrinsically suppresses the relevant part of

the long range wake - either by damping or detuning. Any
alignment technique is limited by the straightness of the
structure (mechanical structure design), the sensitivity of
higher order mode pickups (rf-design), injection errors and
the accumulation of alignment errors along the LINAC. Both
methods, the suppression as well as the alignmnent allow the
requirements for the other one to be relaxed.
Dipole Long Range Wake
The dominant contribution to the transverse wake of one accelerating section is produced by dipole fields and can be
written as
WT ( s, r1 , ϕ 1 , r2 , ϕ 2 ) = r1 ⋅ cos(ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 ) ⋅ wT ( s )
with r1, ϕ1, r2, ϕ2 the offset coordinates of the source and witness charge and s the longitudinal distance between source
and witness. The normalized transverse wake function wT(s)
can be split into a resonant term wr(s) and a transient term
wt(s). The resonant part can be expressed by eigenmodes
wr ( s) = ∑ kν

c
 ω  0 if s < 0 .
sin  ν s ⋅ 
 c  2 else
ων

Usually this equation is modified by damping terms with the
time constants τν=2Qν/ων to take into account small losses
e.g. due to the wall conductivity. As the cutoff frequency of
the beam pipe is approximately two to three times higher than
the operation frequency only modes below this limit are
trapped in the section and can be considered as ‘undamped’.
Even for higher modes the velocity of energy propagation is
typically small compared to c so that the damping time is
much higher than L/c (with L = section length). Therefore it
is convenient to use this description (together with the
corresponding longitudinal component) for beam dynamic
simulations of weakly damped structures. For strongly
damped structures wT(s) is directly calculated in time domain.
The requirements for the suppression of the long range
wake, derived from beam dynamics simulations, depend on
many parameters (such as the bunch charge, acceleration gradient, focussing strength and tolerable emittance growth).
Nevertheless for most design studies a rough criterion can be
given: for the CLIC [6] and the X-band sections [7] the transverse wake for following bunches has to be reduced by at least
by a factor of 100 compared to the peak wakefield. The
simulations for the SBLC structure indicate that a factor of 10
is necessary [3], and for TESLA a supression factor of 2 is
more than sufficient [8].
The sums of loss- and kick-parameters to a certain
frequency f
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illustrate the net effect of mode density and strength. Fig.1
gives an impression of the frequency distribution of kν and the
spectrum of wT(s). This diagram was calculated for a constant
gradient structure with 180 cells very similar to the SBLC
section, but it is typical for most disc loaded structures. In the
frequency range below 4f0 about ten separated passbands can
be distinguished1 for individual cells in a periodic approximation. Although these bands are not identical for different cells
in a tapered structure, certain frequency ranges can be related
to particular bands. In this sense even in aperiodic structures
many modes can be addressed by band numbers.
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Fig. 1. Normalized sum of loss- and kick-parameters,
G0=G(1.5f0), H0=H(1.5f0).
The First Dipole Band
The first step in fig. 1 at f/f0 ≈ 1.3..1.5 corresponds to the lowest dipole band. As most design effort and most HOM calculations were dedicated to this band the step is normalized to
one. The absolute values G0 and H0 depend on the precise cell
shape (e.g. the ratio of coupling hole diameter to wavelength)
but they can roughly be estimated by
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The peak value of the transverse wake, which is essentially
caused by modes of the first dipole band, is approximately
2H0. This gives a relation for the absolute requirements of
wakefield suppression.
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At higher frequencies passbands of different periodic modes
overlap.

Higher Dipole Bands
The contribution of the 2nd, 4th and 5th dipole band to the
normalized kick-parameter sum is only a few percent for
each. In constant impedance sections (such as CLIC) this
contribution is essentially caused by one mode which cannot
decohere with other oscillations. Only a continuous cell-tocell detuning is necessary to decrease the transversal wake for
the succeding bunches below 1%. This is already reached
with conventionally designed constant gradient sections.
Significant steps higher than 10% can be seen for the 3rd
band (f/f0≈2.3) and for the 6th band (f/f0≈3.2). The effect
calculated in [9] for the NLC structure is smaller, but could
only be avoided by tapering the iris thickness of the NLC and
JLC-X structures to improve the detuning. For the SBLC
structure the ‘natural’ CG detuning is sufficient for the 3rd
band, but the synchronous frequencies of the 6th band are too
close for all cells. Therefore a slight tapering of the iris thickness is necessary as well.
Very High Modes
The influence of very high modes (above the sixth passband)
is neglected for two reasons: the decay time τd=2Q/ω decreases at least with ω-0.5 and the spectral power density in a
loss free structure decays asymptotically with at least ω-3. The
first argument is certainly right for damped structures, but in
undamped sections with 100 cells or more the energy dissipation in the walls and the power flux into the beam pipe or
through high power couplers does not prevent decay times in
the order of or above tb. The second argument was verified for
the SBLC structure by a direct calculation of the transverse
long range wake in the frequency range below10f0. This frequency range is still too small to estimate the exponent of the
spectral decay, but a significant drop could be observed. The
frequency contribution above the sixth passband (3.3f0)
appears as stationary noise with the rms amplitude
0.01⋅max(wt) for s>40λ.
Bunch-to-Bunch Damping
Bunch-to-bunch damping means that the damping time is at
least of the order of the bunch repetition time. This is the only
method to reduce wake fields in CI structures (more precisely:
not detuned structures) but it is also used in tapered structures
to ensure - independent from the detuning - that all HOMs
are damped. On the one hand a higher order mode ν needs a
quality factor equal or below Qν=tbπfν/lnd to be damped
during the bunch repetition time tb by the factor d. On the
other hand the maximal damping is limited by the velocity of
energy propagation and the distance between HOM dampers.
The following estimations are based on a simple propagation
model. They are valid if the decay length vgQν/πfν is large
compared to the cell period. With dampers at the structure
ends the quality cannot be reduced below Q=ωντν/4, where τν
is the HOM filltime. τν is given for CI structures by L/vgν and
for smooth tapered structures can be estimated by 1/(fν+1-fν-1).
However the theoretical Q values are by far not reachable for
trapped modes.

Only TESLA with its large bunch distance and small
damping requirement is well below this limit. Therefore two
couplers at the beam pipes of every nine cell cavity are sufficient for both polarization planes. Nevertheless the detuning
of the end cells (due to the beam pipes), their different polarization (due to the coupler polarization) and manufacturing
tolerances may cause trapped or tilted field distributions with
little energy at the coupler with the matching polarization. As
the cell to cell coupling of modes below the cutoff frequency
of the beam pipe (TE111- and TM110-like modes) is large, their
field pattern is not very sensitive to this effects. Tilted modes
above fc are either damped by the coupler at the cavity end or
the coupler at the next cavity. To “untrap” TE121-like modes
an asymmetric end cell tuning (with modified cavity
curvature) is used [10].
Using several dampers along a section provides
stronger absorption, but even with perfect absorbers, the distance between dampers cannot be greater than Lc=2vgtb/lnd.
(This equation is applicable to tapered structures provided
that vg, the local group velocity, is approximately constant
over the length Lc.) For LC projects with small bunch spacing
it would be necessary to place dampers every few cells in
order to fulfil the requirements for the first pass band. As it is
difficult to manufacture and tune sections with a high number
of special cells and as real absorbers are less efficient than
ideal ones, structures with one damper per cell (for at least
one polarization plane) are preferred.
The “HOM free” choke mode cavity [4] in fig. 3 is foreseen for the JLC-C section. The choke is a sharp notch-filter
which only traps the accelerating mode inside the cavity. All
other modes can propagate out of the cavity without large
reflections at the choke. A good broad band absorber is
necessary to terminate the outgoing cylindrical wave.
Compared to a conventional disc loaded structure the quality
of the accelerating mode is reduced by 13% and
approximately 13% of its field energy is stored in the choke
filter so that the shunt impedance is lowered by 25%. As also
the beam loading is also reduced, only 15% more input power
2
is necessary to achieve the same loaded gradient
.
For the new CLIC multibunch parameters purely damped
structures are being investigated [6]. Therefore either two or
four radial output waveguides couple to each cell. The two
waveguide version uses T-shaped waveguides which directly
couple to the cell. In principle this type of coupler is suitable
for both polarization planes, but to avoid asymmetric
damping it is turned by 90 degrees from cell to cell. The four
waveguide version uses iris coupling - which is more difficult
to fabricate - but reduces the additional losses to about 5%.
Time domain simulations with perfectly terminated waveguides obtained less than 1% of the single bunch total
transverse wake for the following bunches in a frequency
range below 4.7f0.
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For τfill=const.

Cell-to-Cell Detuning
The interference of several modes in a narrow frequency
range can be used to suppress the wake field by detuning. If
the frequency spacing of modes is small compared to c/s the
sum for the normalized wake can be approximated by an
integral

⌠
ω 
wr ( s) ≈  F (ω )sin s dω
c 
⌡

F (ω ) = 2k(ω )

c ∂n
(ω ) ,
ω ∂ω

with continuous functions for the loss parameter k and the
mode density ∂n/∂ω. If we consider the contribution of only
one band, F(ω) is a narrow function with the center frequency
ωc. The envelope E(s) of the wake function is given by the
magnitude of the Fourier transformation of F(ω-ωc). In the
range of a few bunch distances a very good approximation
for wr(s) and F(ω) can be found from the ‘uncoupled model’
[9]: the parameters ων and kν of the complete (coupled)
solution are replaced by the synchronous parameters ωνc and
kνc which can be calculated for the periodic approximation of
each individual cell. On a longer scale the oscillations may
recohere to some extent and after a very long distance the
oscillator phases are randomly distributed which leads to the
rms amplitude wr ( s) = 2∑ kν2 exp(− sω ν / cQν ) .
Constant Impedance Structures
For conventional disc loaded structures F(ω) is determined by
the generic cell geometry, the cell number N and the damping
parameter τ=0.5ln(Pin/Pout). To a good approximation it rises
linearly from F(ω1c)=F1∝k1c/ω1c to F(ωNc)=FN∝kNc/ωNc. The
envelope is

 sin(Ωs) cos(Ωs ) 
E( s) sin(Ωs)

=
+ i A ⋅ 
2 −
E ( 0)
Ωs
Ωs 
 (Ωs)
with A=(FN-F1)/(F1+FN) and Ω=(ωNc-ω1c)/2c. Usually the
second term is negligible for the third and later bunches.
According to this model the wake of the first dipole band of
the SBLC structure (with fNc-f1c=320MHz, F1/FN=1.38) is
below 5% of the peak value for all following bunches. The
calculation of the long range wake by a loss-free, double-band
coupled oscillator model indicates that the wake is below the
5% level for the next 120m and recoheres to 30% after 132m.
Detuned Structures
Three cavity parameters are used for the JLC-X and NLC
sections to tune the accelerating mode and to detune the first
and some higher dipole bands. As mentioned before the iris
thickness is used to spread the synchronous frequencies ωνc of
the third and sixth dipole band. Therefore the pairs of cell
and iris radii are uniquely defined for every group velocity vg
of the accelerating mode. In contrast to CI structures the
group velocity profile is not adjusted with respect to the accelerating mode but to obtain a particular frequency response
F(ω). One idea was to produce minimas of E(s)∝
|sin(Ωs)/(Ωs)| at the positions of the next bunches (s=n⋅tb/c)

the fill time τfill and therefore short compared to the length of
the bunch trains considered in most LC design studies. Only a
2
weak additional damping in the order of Qr=πfcτr is needed to

 ω − ω c  
suppress the long range wake. For the SBLC structure an
F (ω ) ∝ exp −0.5
ω
ω
ω
for 2( ν − c ) < ∆ .


 ω σ  
average Q value of 3000 is needed, the goal for the NLC

damped and detuned structure (DDS) of 1000 even allows the
∆ω/ωc is essentially determined by the structure parameter cell and alignment tolerances to be relaxed.
τ=ln(Pb/Pa) and ωσ/∆ω is set so that the envelope function for
For the concept ‘weak damping with few dampers’ a
the second bunch drops below 0.01⋅E(0). Calculations for the large variety of coupling geometries and structure-damper
NLC structure based on coupled oscillator models show that configurations have been investigated. Due to the existence of
the envelope function resurges after Lr≈10m above the 1% trapped modes, damping cells inside a section are needed.
level. To verify that the detuning works as expected, a full E.g. for the SBLC structure, dampers would be needed at at
scale prototype of the detuned NLC structure has been build least three positions, so that one damper is in the trapping
and was measured in the ASSET test facility [11]. The range of each mode. Unfortunately even a damping cell inside
measurement is in good agreement with the prediction over the trapping range can be completely ineffective. This is the
the first 60cm but for the rest of the Lr-range significant case for damping cells with two fundamental-modedifferences (values even above 0.01⋅E(0)) are observed. This waveguides per polarization plane which do not break the
is explained by an 1.5⋅10-4 rms fractional error of the cell di- dipole symmetry3. To overcome this, either more or more
mensions. At larger distances the prediction would better complex one-cell-dampers (with broken symmetry, more than
agree with the data if the Q of the modes used in the calcu- two waveguides
or waveguides with more than one
lations were lowered from the assumed value of 6500 to about propagating mode) are required. Another disadvantage of
4000. Measurements of the loaded Q, however, show no special damping cells is their interference with the detuning:
evidence for the smaller values.
‘weak damping with few cells’ needs an optimal cellwaveguide coupling which drastically disturbs the detuned
Section-to-Section Detuning
short range wake. This effect can be lowered by increasing
The wake function of two or more successive structures can the number of dampers and reducing their coupling strength.
be added to a total wake if the length of the combined sections The extreme is ‘weak damping with one damper per cell’.
Usually the HOM-absorbers are separated from the accelis still small compared to the betatron wavelength.
erating
mode by a special coupling geometry and/or frequency
A systematic detuning of multiple sections is limited by
selective
elements, but even with artificially increased losses
manufacturing tolerances. For a randomly distributed freat
a
part
of
the resonator surface, it is possible to achieve the
quency error
with the rms width δω , the effective
needed selectivity [12]. Therefore the iris tips of all SBLC
transverse error-wake can be estimated by
cells are covered by a material with ten to twenty times higher
surface resistivity, as can be seen in fig. 2b. This decreases
wr
s δω
s
dω << 1
≈
for
the quality of the accelerating mode by 5%, but the effective
c
max( wr ) c 2 MN
shunt impedance is lowered by less than 2.6%. As the iris
(M is the number of sections). Even for one section it is coating is located exactly where the highest surface field
difficult to keep wr below the desired level with realistic strength occurs, investigations are necessary to prove the high
power capability. The first tests with steel and Kanthal coated
manufacturing tolerances. Therefore systematic section-to- cells under conditions corresponding to an unloaded gradient
section detuning is not considered for the present LC projects. of 25MV/m showed no evidence of surface break-down
A random detuning of the center frequencies by δωµ effects. Further measurements aiming to the doubled field in
leads to the envelope
the 1TeV version are in preparation. To minimize the HOM
excitation by active structure alignment, each section is
M
M


1
1
1
EΣ ( s) =
E
(
s
)
=
E
(
s
)
Re
exp(i
δω
s
/
c
)
.
equipped with two HOM pickups. One will be located near
∑

∑ µ
µ
M
M µ =1
M  µ =1

the front end, and one almost at the 2/3 point of the section
length. The coupling to the circumference pickup waveguides
If the arguments of the exponential function are in the order
is a compromise between the necessary resolution (about
of iπ or larger the effective envelope is E ( s ) / 2 M . As all
10µm) and the perturbation of theων, kν distribution.
sections of a LINAC are randomly detuned the particle
The damping of the NLC structure [13] is provided by a
dynamics over many betatron wavelength is affected and an set of four waveguides that run parallel to the structure (see
‘effective’ value ofM cannot trivially be determined.
but the present proposals use a truncated Gaussian
distribution

Damping and Detuning
The recoherence of the wakefield in purely detuned structures
takes place on a time scale τr=Lr/c which is short compared to

3

The waveguide-structure configuration is a three port
system. Due to the unitarity of the scattering matrix not all
waves from the periodic structure can be diverted to the
waveguide absorber.

fig. 2c). In a localized sense the field in a tapered structure
can be approximated as the superposition of forward and
backward traveling waves. If their phase advance is close to
that of the manifold waveguides, their energy can be drained
to absorbers at the ends of the manifold waveguides.
Additionally the excitation of all ‘trapped’ modes can be
detected at these terminating loads. For each mode the
coupling condition is fulfilled in the range of only few cells,
therefore the damping can be controlled locally. The structure
dimensions are determined in the following succession: the
thickness and beam hole dimensions of the coupling irises are
taken to be the same as those of the purely detuned section to
retain their ων, kν distribution. To reach the desired damping,
the depth of the circumferential coupling holes and the widths
of the waveguides are tapered. Finally the cavity radii are
adjusted for the 2π/3 accelerating mode. For the first 2/3 of
the cells the depth of the manifold coupling holes is positive
so that the shunt impedance degradation is less than 3%. In
the last third the waveguides protrude into the cells which
causes an increasing degradation to a maximum of about 5%.
Summary and Conclusion

(a)

increased
surface
losses

(b)

Concepts for the suppression of long range wakes are
presented for all multibunch LC design studies which take
into account a large frequency range. With the exception of
the SBLC iris coating, the NLC damped and detunded
structure and the CLIC proposals, all techniques have been
investigated in test structures. Besides refinements of the
theoretical models and further test setups, economical
manufacturing methods will have to be developed.
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